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Abstract

This year Shoalhaven City Council (SCC) received the Local Government Award for
Excellence in Overall Environmental Management at the prestigious United Nations of
Australia World Environment Day Awards. In part this was in recognition of the
considerable amount of time and money SCC invests on monitoring and reporting
Water Quality across its Drinking Water, Effluent Treatment, Waste Management and
Environmental Services departments. The most laborious aspect of this work is the
time each department currently spends on manually collating results, entering into
databases, exporting to spreadsheets, statistically analysing, summarising and
publishing on the web.
Yet despite the millions of dollars NSW organisations spend on all this monitoring and
reporting of water quality, the vast majority is still rarely available within a time frame or
at an appropriate level of detail necessary to assist management decisions outside the
immediate needs of the custodian who collected it. And even then it usually requires
the assistance of a database expert to access it. As a consequence the data is
effectively inaccessible to other internal and external stakeholders, and thus the returns
on investment from all this environmental monitoring are not being realised.
SCC has therefore established a public, user friendly, GIS searchable, water quality
information portal called Aqua Data. Aqua Data automatically captures and shares
water quality information from multiple custodians with internal and external customers,
quickly and effectively, so they have the very latest water quality information presented
in various useful ways.
SCC are now keen to work with other water quality custodians to expand both the
number and geographical extent of the Aqua Data approach, so that the benefits of
having a cost effective, one-stop, easily maintained and accessible water quality
information service is shared and utilised by a growing audience.

Introduction

Although millions of dollars are spent on a wealth of environmental monitoring, and
thus extensive data on water quality and catchment activities exists, it is rarely
analysed or considered across organisational custodians or for interpretation towards
informed management of each individual water body. As a consequence the data is
effectively inaccessible by third parties outside the custodian organisation. Thus the
returns on investment from environmental monitoring are not realised, with poor
availability of cohesive information within each waterway. This pilot project covering the
Shoalhaven LGA has establish a public accessible, user friendly, online water quality
portal which demonstrates the benefits of collating information from multiple sources to
facilitate informed decisions. The online public portal is targeted to the community
audience, but it's value will extend to participants also representing catchment
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managers (NRM, State and LGA), industries and researchers. This target audience
can be served by a single, current and scalable spatial-information source that will
provide the best tool for remedial action and adaptive responses at a LGA scale, while
also proving the concept can be expanded to a State or National scale.
The Oyster Information Portal (OIP) prototype presented at the 2012 Coastal
Conference successfully designed and integrated data from multiple stakeholders.
However the developers of the OIP at the conclusion of the project recognised that to
go from prototype to long term viability would need a coordinated approach using an
accessible and heavily automated data management system. (Rubio et al, 2012)
Following on from the OIP project Shoalhaven City Council (SCC) and its water
authority division Shoalhaven Water identified the need for both an internal and
external water quality portal that was user friendly and was a one-stop shop for the
latest water quality monitoring data across multiple departments. Therefore the Water
Quality Portal had to service both internal business needs and the wider community.

Background

Shoalhaven City Council (SCC) is responsible for reporting summarised water quality
information to meet both legislative and community expectations requirements for
Environment Protection Licences (EPL) and State of the Environment (SOE) Reporting.

Environmental Protection Licences

The water quality information collected by Shoalhaven City Council to meet EPL
requirements is published on two different web sites, in different formats by three
different departments.
There was a need to co-ordinate all water quality information into one location to
reduce workload and produce timely information to the public.
The historic approach to reporting of EPL across all three departments is illustrated in
Figure 1 for Wastewater treatment plants, Figure 2 for Reticulated drinking water and
Figure 3 for Licensed waste transfer facilities.
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Figure 1 – Shoalhaven wastewater treatment EPL reporting site:
http://shoalwater.nsw.gov.au/services/epa-monitoring.html
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Figure 2 – Shoalhaven reticulated drinking water EPL reporting site:
http://shoalwater.nsw.gov.au/services/reticulated-water-test-results.html
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Figure 3 – Waste services EPL reporting site:
http://shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au/Environment/Wasteandrecycling/EnvironmentalMonitoringData.aspx
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State of the Environment Reporting

A reduction in the reporting requirements for the SOE report means that instead of
reporting the SOE every year it is now only reported every 4 years (once every term of
Council). In the interim years the water quality data is being updated but not as easily
accessible on Councils website as desired.
At present water quality data is collated from various sources and then manually
entered into an Access database. The compiled data is then exported to an Excel
spreadsheet where it is manipulated and summarised into water quality (WQ) graphs.
This information is then manually edited into web format for display on the SCC web
site. Due to the time consuming nature of the data analysis for 20 catchments this
reporting is currently done every twelve months.
Figure 4 – State of the Environment Report Site:
http://shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au/soe/Region/Indicator%20homes/Surfacewaterquality.htm
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Shoalhaven City Council water quality web portal project
Aim and objectives

Aim: To have a more effective, efficient and engaging way of delivering water quality
information to internal and external users.
Objective: To develop an automated WQ information process, from data collation and
processing to an interactive geographical online display that disseminates WQ
information within days rather than months of monitoring. This SCC Water Quality
Portal will thereby address the current issues and implications as well as provide the
opportunity of enhanced functionality (via additional Phases of work) to both internal
and external users.
Because the project had initial funding of $30,000 the objectives below were broken
down into product delivery Phases to ensure a working product at the end of Phase 1
that could be value added as further resources become available. The delivery of each
Phase must take into account the functional needs of subsequent Phases to prevent
having to go back and amend previous work.

Project phase

Automate, as much as possible, the current WQ information collation, analysis, and
dissemination procedures to more quickly report WQ information via a geographical
based public online WQ Web Portal.

Project deliverables




Automated system to upload collected raw data and associated metadata with
minimal manual intervention.
Automated system which summarises the WQ data to at least that currently
represented on the SCC website.
Automated system to display this WQ information online.

Questions during planning Phase 1







What are the current SCC stages of information transfer from field to WQ database
entry?
What is the most time and cost effective stage at which the automated uploading
system can intervene?
What online functionality is required to satisfy:
 SOE reporting requirements
 Licensing requirements
 Public enquiries
What scope is there to add further functionality
How easily can a change/new source of WQ data collection be incorporated into
the automated processes?
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Additional phases

Phase 1 objectives needed to be completed first, but enhanced functionality can
delivered through following Phases of development. The objectives for Phases 2 and
Phases 3 outlined below can be expanded on as the need arises.

Phase 2 suggested project deliverables






Site photographs.
Importing rainfall data from Bureau of Meteorology to correspond with WQ results
Additional interpretation and explanation pages can be added.
On-line form for users to raise comments/queries for SCC staff with links to Q&A
pages with answers to common questions.
Other functionality determined by the project’s steering group to provide compelling
evidence that explains environmental cause and effect from the monitoring data.

Phase 3 suggested project deliverables

Expansion of the system to do Phase 1 functionality for external geographical data sets
covering the:
 SCC boundary for other Government departments such as Bureau of Meteorology,
Local Land Services, NSW Food Authority, NSW Office of Water etc.
 Outside the SCC boundary for other Government departments including other NSW
Local Authorities, Sydney Catchment Authority, Office of Environment and Heritage
etc.
This phased approach ensures that the project delivers its primary objectives in each
phase before attempting to deliver enhanced services.

Non-goal items

Items not addressed by this project:
 The management of the monitoring scheme
 The provision of training to users (the system should be intuitive enough for users
without the need for training or user guide).
 Field data collection and analysis methods

Project justification

The following corporate and community drivers have been identified:





Enhanced customer service.
Cost and resource savings.
Meet legislative requirements.
Improving community perception as to the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Council’s response to water quality problems.
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Timeliness of information to inform licensing, strategic planning and development
decisions.
Provision of timely water quality information online to the public, achieving the
public’s expectation that up to date and current information will be supplied in a
consistent and easily understandable format.

Methodology
Historically, laboratories support clients by providing analytical results as an e-mail with
attachments (usually in pdf or excel format), with the client checking and transferring
the information manually. This ‘traditional’ approach can now be eliminated with the
development of software that automatically uploads results into a user friendly on-line
client data management system (Water Quality Portal) without error, reducing
administrative workload on the client side and speeding up the availability of results
significantly to end users.
The following schematic diagram shows the Shoalhaven City Council departments and
data sources that need to be collated by the online water quality portal.
Figure 5 – Data sources for online portal

There are effectively two online WQ Portals accessing a single set of water quality data
management system. Having two portals facilitates internal and external accessibility.
The internal portal requires a login and password. The external portal and can be
accessed with or without the need for a login and password. Both portals can be set
different levels of data accessibility ensuring that users access the most appropriate
water quality data.
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The internal WQ Portal software is called ESdat online and the Shoalhaven City
Council’s version of the external WQ Portal is called Aqua Data. The following sets out
what each water quality portal provides.
ESdat online – internal water quality portal

ESdat portal provides easy to use, low-cost, accurate and efficient analysis of
laboratory analytical data, and has the potential to be expanded to include other
sources of analytical data. (EScIS, 2014)
Figure 6 – ESdat online workflow: streamline your analytical data management
(EScIS, 2014)
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Laboratory reports

ESdat Online offers interactive functionality that facilitates managing, analysing and
reporting of laboratory data. If managing Laboratory Reports is your main need then
ESdat Online (Hosted or SaaS) is the perfect solution. (EScIS, 2014)

Field results

Field results can be uploaded directly from using a separate Tablet application known
as PLog.
Logger data can also be automatically uploaded (requires ESdat Data Services to be
installed on the server where your logger data is consolidated.)
If ESdat Online is installed onsite, these results can be displayed to others online
through an internal login and password system or externally through the Aqua Data
public portal.
A mechanism to view and manage and field results through ESdat Online is coming
soon. (EScIS, 2014)

Automatic upload of laboratory reports for rapid review




Laboratory reports are available in ESdat Online the moment they are released
from the laboratory.
Conduct QA validation reviews of laboratory reports: users can reject reports for reissue, or accept reports for tabulation
Export laboratory reports to Excel.

(EScIS, 2014)

Compare results against published standards




From with ESdat Online users can select suitable Standards/Criteria/Guidelines to
compare against results
Display multiple criteria on the one table
Apply variable formatting (colour, bold etc) to highlight exceedances

(EScIS, 2014)

Consolidate multiple laboratory reports or monitoring rounds



Select multiple laboratory reports across different projects or sites
View all selected laboratory reports on a single Chemistry Table and export to
Excel.

(EScIS, 2014)
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Figure 7 - Example of chemistry table prepared using ESdat Online viewed within
a web browser (EScIS, 2014)

Figure 8 - Example of map showing analytical results viewed within a web
browser (EScIS, 2014)
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AQUA DATA – external water quality portal

Shoalhaven City Council recognises the need for extensive water quality monitoring of
its waterways, drinking water, waste water treatment and waste recycling facilities to
fully assess and manage its services and protect the environment.
Council has been developing a new online public water quality web site it calls Aqua
Data which has been designed to improve the communication of monitoring results to
the community as well as assist consideration of water quality data within the
catchment planning and catchment management decision making process.
Aqua Data displays water quality testing results within just a couple of days of the
completed laboratory analysis. Users are able to navigate to any site using an
interactive map, view result tables and graphs and even download or print preformatted reports for any date range.

Figure 9 – example showing Shoalhaven City Council Aqua Data home page
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Aqua Data displays water quality monitoring sites via the full Google Map interface
including satellite and street view.
Figure 10 – example showing Aqua Data site selection tool
using the Google satellite map
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Once the user has clicked on a monitoring point, a chemical report is automatically
produced showing tables and graphs for each chemical tested. The user can also filter
results to a particular time range.
Figure 11 – example showing Aqua Data chemical report preview

The user can then export or print the chemical report in different formats including PDF,
Excel and Word.
Figure 12 – example showing Aqua Data export menu options
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Conclusion
While the current Water Quality Web Portal project has focused on achieving Phase 1
delivery of ESdat Online and Aqua Data portals, the system has been developed with
future Phases of expansion and functionality in mind.
Therefore Shoalhaven City Council is looking to facilitate the expansion of this WQ
Portal functionality and the inclusion of monitoring data from other organisations across
the Shoalhaven area.
Shoalhaven City Council is also looking to champion the expansion geographically
through wide spread adoption by other LGAs, Region and State organisations.
Shoalhaven City Council are now keen to work with other water quality custodians to
expand both the number and geographical extent of the ESdat Online and Aqua Data
approach, so that the benefits of having a cost effective, one-stop, easily maintained
and accessible water quality information service is shared and utilised by a growing
audience.
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